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Trans Prisoner Day of Action on January 22nd is a day to acknowledge
the experiences of trans and other sex and gender-minority prisoners.
It’s about collaboration. It is about forging new relationships and dismantling the isolation of prison. It’s about resistance to state violence.
It’s about solidarity between those who experience the violence of the
system first hand and those for whom the state hasn’t come yet.
2016 will be the first annual Trans Prisoner Day of Action. This is a call
to action against the system which seeks to erase our very existence.
The survival of trans and other sex and gender minority people is not
a quaint conversation about awareness, but a struggle for us to live in
a world so determined to marginalize, dehumanise, and criminalise us
– especially trans women, and especially Black, brown, and indigenous
trans people.
We are discriminated against in every area of society including housing,
healthcare, employment. Our survival is often precarious and many of
us survive by work which is also criminalised – making us even more of
a target for police harassment and the crime of “Walking While Trans’’.
Once incarcerated, trans people face humiliation, physical and sexual
abuse, denial of medical needs, and legal reprisals. Many transgender
people are placed in solitary confinement for months or years, simply
for being trans. Trans women are usually placed in men’s prisons, where
there is a massive increased risk of experiencing sexual violence.
Just as our lives are violently repressed on the outside, trans people
experience extreme suffering and death within the walls of jails, prisons,
youth facilities, and immigrant detention centers.

Many prisoner support and prison abolition groups around the world do
so much excellent work writing letters to prisoners, educating the public
with letters to editors and articles for the media, holding protests and
marches, organising queer communities to phone in and demand that
trans prisoners be treated with respect and dignity, calling for an end
to incarceration. Trans Prisoner Day of Action aims to make this work
accessible to all who are in support – we encourage you to hold vigils
for those in our communities who have been taken by State violence,
to hold an event, host speakers, screen films, invite presentations, and
hold workshops to spread the word on the experience of trans prisoners,
share knowledge, and build strategies of resistance. Have dance parties
and raise funds for people and groups already doing amazing work. Take
action. Let’s join together and show our conviction in supporting each
other and ending prisons once and for all.
This project was first imagined by Marius Mason, a trans prisoner in
Texas, USA. Since then, through his friends and supporters, an international collective of people both inside and outside of prison walls have
come together to make Trans Prisoner Day of Action a reality. We are
trans and non-trans folks and friends and supporters. We join a long
tradition of trans and queer people resisting state violence.
Join with us in the struggle for freedom.

Content Warning
This publication contains content that may be distressing
or triggering, including references to: physical violence,
sexual assault, experience of child sexual abuse, perpetrating sexual abuse, drug use.
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Building an Abolitionist Trans and Queer Movement
The follow is an excerpt from an article titled “Building an Abolitionist
Trans and Queer Movement with Everything We’ve Got” by Morgan
Bassichis, Alexander Lee and Dean Spade, from the book Captive
Genders.
“Eric A. Stanley and Nat Smith bring together current and former prisoners, activists, and academics to offer new ways for understanding how
race, gender, ability, and sexuality are
lived under the crushing weight of captivity. Through a politic of gender selfdetermination, this collection argues
that trans/queer liberation and prison
abolition must be grown together.
From rioting against police violence
and critiquing hate crimes legislation
to prisoners demanding access to
HIV medications, and far beyond,
Captive Genders is a challenge for
us all to join the struggle”
Captive Genders is available from AK Press,
and all proceeds go towards sending free
copies to prisoners.
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**Content Warning: this letter contains references to child sexual abuse

Krysta Morningstarr
Hello, my name is Krysta Morningstarr*. I am a trans woman living
in the Texas Dept. of Criminal Justice. Texas has begun Gender reassignment treatment on a case by case basis. I had to learn everything
I know today pretty much on my own.
I have faced much ridicule in prison, both from security and the
straight and even gay community here. You see I am trans gendered
but I don’t look it. I will need several surgeries before I will be the
woman on the outside I am on the inside. I have passed a psych eval.
and a medical evaluation. Now I have given 9 vials of blood to test for
hormone irregularities that could have been causing my dysphoria.
They came back normal so now medical has referred me to a panel of
specialists in the state’s main medical hospital to determine if I
fit the profile for a successful transition.
I should.
But perhaps I get ahead of myself. It will be at least a year before I get
my surgeries, sooner for hormone treatments.
I have been trying to live proud and strong in the face of adversity. Denying my inner nature caused me a lot of problems. It led me to prison.
I will share with you my story, in all of its shocking and ugly details.
I have been trans gendered for as long as I can remember. When the
other little boys were into GI Joe and He Man, I was into Barbie and
Rainbow Brite. When my 3rd grade class put on a production of “The
Wizard of Oz” I innocently asked if I could play Dorothy. I was laughed
at and told no. When I was 9 I was sexually molested by my uncle. This
was my first experience with sex. Not only did he manipulate my genitals, he made me have sex with my cousin while he videotaped it. When
I had seen my cousin’s vagina I was fascinated by it. I began to actively

fantasize about being a girl. I would study myself in the bathroom mirror while tucking my penis between my legs to simulate having a vagina.
This would turn me on.
In the 5th grade I dressed up in a blouse and mini skirt for Halloween
and went to school dressed like this. For once no one laughed in my
face, but the teachers were upset.
By the time I was 13 I had taken my allowance to Walmart and purchased a set of school girl clothes. I got them home and waited for my
parents to leave so I could dress up.
At the age of 15 I was emancipated and I dropped out of high school
getting my GED. I went to beauty school and learned the art of making someone look pretty. After a while I quit beauty school to enrol in
Louisiana Tech University. I studied psychology. I knew I was different
from other boys, I wanted to know why. I still had not heard of the term
trans gender.
While in college I looked up how to walk, talk, and act like a girl. It was
then that I found a video of a sex change operation. Suddenly the stars
seemed to have aligned for me. I knew then what must be
One day I had put on a fake vagina and recorded myself manipulating it
as if I were masturbating. I left the tape in the player and someone stole
it. They showed it to the whole campus. I was so embarrassed I had to
drop out.
I was then determined to act like a man. I got married. Then I had a
daughter. One day when my child was 4 months old I came home from

work to discover that my wife had beaten the baby. I divorced her and
was given custody. I enlisted in the army to support my child. Then the
stress of Army, family, and denying who I am took its toll. I began having schizophrenic symptoms. I began hearing voices. I started taking
street drugs to self medicate. Fighting my inner nature was like telling
the storm not to rain or the ocean not to have tides. The street drugs
made my mental illness worse.
The army quietly discharged me (honourably, surprisingly) and I left
taking my daughter with me.
Fast forward about 8 years of heroin and cocaine abuse. I came home
one day so high off of speedballs (a mix of cocaine and heroine in an
injection) I couldn’t remember who I was. I saw my daughter as an
extension of myself.
Now I am most ashamed of this as it is my darkest secret. The voices
told me to “make her ready.” I initiated a relationship with her that she
reciprocated. While high my drug addled mind I thought it was my self
I was having sex with. I thought I was the little girl.

I pray that you don’t judge me. I have much remorse for what I did and
after I was caught I felt relieved. I felt like “finally it can stop!” I will
never allow it to happen again.
Now I am serving out a 20 year sentence. I received 5 long years of
counselling at the Skyview Hospital for the criminally insane.
I was such a misfit here. The other inmates looked up my crime on the
internet and proceeded to ridicule me about it.

I was myself raped and beaten multiple times. I continued to try and
hide my inner woman until one day I landed in with a good counselor
and psychiatrist. I was shown that if I can accept myself for who I am,
any ridicule or adversity will not affect me. I came to terms then with
my Gender Dysphoria and at that time decided to do something about
it.
I approached my counselor and told him pretty much what I am telling
you now. The counselor referred me to the head psych Dr. here and she
agreed that I had gender dysphoria. I was sent to security and medical.
This brings me back to where I started. Once I became open with my
trans gendered nature my schizophrenic symptoms stopped. The doctor has taken me off of my psych meds and while I still have auditory
hallucinations I no longer hear the voices telling me mean things.
So take it from me, if you are trans, don’t try to sublimate who you are.
Don’t force yourself to be something you’re not.
Live life free and proud.
Much love~
Krysta M. Morningstarr*

All correspondence must be
addressed to:
Kris Jones 1705728
Skyview Unit
379 FM 2972 W
Rusk, TX 75785

“Wearing Orange,
Feeling Blue, Thinking
Green” Artwork by
Marius Mason while
in the SHU (Special
Housing Unit).

Opposite:
“If you can dream
it, you can be it” by
Krysta Morningstarr

Artwork by Nora
Castaneda, currently
incarcerated in
Texas, US.

Karisma Garcia.
I currently receive improper treatment of my Gender Identity Dysphoria.
In the state of Nevada they (Nevada Dept of Corrections) don’t allow for
proper treatment of a persons gender identity dysphoria. They don’t allow purchases of feminine items from the inmate store (such as… panties,
make up, ect). If a person comes in already on hormone therapy they are
only maintained at that level with no proper testing of blood for accuracy of
correct hormone levels. I have been denied any Endocrinologist treatment;
I am denied any sexual re-assignment surgeries. And I continue everyday
to be discriminated on by staff and correctional officers alike. But I fight
to get through. I have been sexually assaulted by a prison guard, of which
he was fired and disappeared even as I fought to get justice. Civilly in case
A-12-673006-C in Clark County, Nevada. I won $60, 500.00 against the
C/O that abused me. But because it’s civil and he’s hiding I’ll never see a bit
of it. And I currently have no means to further my case. Legal assistance to
myself and other Trans people could be a huge help. Pen-pals are also great.
But you have to consider a lot of Trans-prisoners do not have a support
system so unless pen-pals are willing to maybe help with financial support
phone calls and stamps, envelopes and paper cost money. The prison system
in Nevada does not have proper policies established for Transgender inmates. They house us with who they want not considering our own opinion
of safety. It’s live with who they chose or go to the segregation unit on lock
down for disciplinary for refusal to live with who they want. My time in this
place is horrible. They do sell items that make time a bit more bearable but
again unless you have a support system the cost of radios, TVs, appliances is
crazy.

Write to:
Karisma Garcia #68529
HDSP
PO Box 650
Indian Springs,
Nevada 89070

Azzurra is a person that has introduced me to a person named Natasha that
has been writing me for a few months and she is one of the biggest blessings
I have received. She helps me when she can and writes me at least 2 times a
month. And I am glad I know her. She makes me feel loved and cared for.
So, pen-pal programs are important.
Transpeople are being abused in prisons and unless people show support the
prison system gets away with it. If they see we have support they begin to
back away a bit. We are all humans.

Artwork by Nora Castaneda, currently incarcerated in Texas, US.
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Brotherboys are Indigenous transgender people with a male spirit,
whose bodies were considered female at birth. Brotherboys
choose to live their lives as male, regardless of which
stage/path medically they choose. Brotherboys have
a strong sense of their cultural identity.

Fears For Transgender “Sistergirls”
Locked Up In NT Prisons
Brothers and Sisters NT, an advocacy and support group that celebrates gender, intersex and sexuality diversity, has accused the NT Attorney-General John Elferink
and Corrections Commissioner Ken Middlebrook of ignoring transgender prisoners - particularly transgender Aboriginal women known as Sistergirls - in custody
“I’ve heard stories of Sistergirls being incarcerated recently and correctional staff
going, ‘what’s wrong with them? Something is wrong with them; they’re not
normal’,” Starlady Nungari, one of the founders of Brothers and Sisters NT, told
BuzzFeed News.
Aboriginal woman Lisa Obrien, 49, spent the majority of her youth in prison. As
a transgender inmate, she was repeatedly raped, assaulted and humiliated while in
custody.
“I first went to prison when I was 18 and it was absolutely terrifying. The last time
I was in prison was when I was 30. It was mostly related to prostitution, driving offences or drug offences. I wasn’t a hardcore criminal.”
“I experienced rape and violation. Constantly being violated by other prisoners
and also prison guards. I’ve been approached by prison guards who made me strip
off so that they could have a look at me out of curiosity,”

She believes Indigenous Sistergirls are at highest risk of abuse and death
inside prison, saying that even in states with a gender identity policy, indigenous transgender women are often alienated because many of them don’t
meet the criteria.
“Even with a prison policy I don’t think there is a lot of protection for
transgender people, and that is especially true for Sistergirls. In most cases
they wouldn’t even come under that prison policy anyway.”
“Prison policy around transgender people has conditions, like
you must be on hormone replacement therapy, and it relies
on your surgical status. It’s up to the discretion of whoever processes you to decide if you meet the conditions.
Most sistergirls don’t meet these conditions because they
have limited access to health services and options,” said
Obrien.
Starlady agrees that the cultural difference is
staggering and must be addressed in any future policy
in the NT, where almost 90 percent of the prison
population is Aboriginal.
“The Sistergirl identity is different from other
transgender identities,” she says.
“It is a cultural identity and it’s different. It challenges what other people
register as what ‘transgender’ is from a non-indigenous perspective. Sometimes Sistergirls just grow their hair long to signify that they are transgender and my concern is correctional staff won’t even register that they are
transgender,” Starlady says.

Excerpts from BuzzFeed News
8th October 2015
Article by Allan Clarke
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Below: Postcard by FlatOut,
Melbourne, Australia.

Art by Vanessa Gibson, currently incarcerated in Texas, US.

Write to Vanessa:
Scott Gibson #699888
A. Hughes Unit
Rt 2 Box 4400
Gatesville, TX 76597

Note: Address envelope to
Scott “Vanessa” Gibson,
and address letter to
Vanessa.

Trans Heroes

by Marius Mason

The reason I wanted to create these
images for the event is just simple
visibility. By being seen, by being
lovingly seen as respected community members who contribute
their talents to many causes, to
uplifting the next generation...I
wanted to try to expand upon what
may still be the main perspective
on trans folks.....that we are caricatures rather than real and complex
people. Some of the individuals I
focused on were poets and writers,
or counselors and activists.
I think I will keep going with this
series this year, marking some of
the many professions and contributions that trans people make to this
world. We are everywhere...and
we belong. We deserve dignity and
respect, to be seen as we are.

No Pride In Prisons are a New Zealand based queer and trans activist group
fighting for the abolition of prisons.

Amber Fayefox

Tart Ti

Even though I’ve known I’m different gender-wise since 3rd grade, I have only
embraced my “girl-hood” for a little over a year now. And even as I write this
I’m in the process of planning how and when I will be coming out here in the
prison. I have, as of 2 weeks ago, just finished coming out to my friends and
family. So, I guess you could say I’m still a “kinder-trans” just learning about
the culture and history of my people. A process I’ve been through before as
a goth and a pagan. This time is different. When I was first coming into my
own as a perky goth and a witch I was initiated by some one else who knew
what it means to be a goth and to be a pagan. Also, I told people about my
new sense of self identity as I came to understand it.

First, a Big-Loud shout out to all of our extended diaspora of trans and
other LGBTQI family members whether imprisoned in a community of
bars and concrete or imprisoned amongst those of the free world. Many
thanks from all of us, here, in prison in the United States of America for
your efforts made on our behalf; and a special thanks to Marius Mason
for the incredible insight that caused this project to develop. May it
yield big ripe juicy fruit for generations already ahead of us here.
By way of introduction, I self-identify as gender queer with a biological
intersex influence.
**Let’s Have a Celebration!**

My journey as a trans woman has been a horse of a different color. As a child
I hid my difference not knowing what it was. As a teen I compromised with
my self living as an effeminate male, despite feeling like a bitchy 14-year old
girl in desperate need of a makeover. I had a fair idea of what I was, but no
one to show me the way. And so… I continued to hide.

An effusive big and juicy hello! to our collective trans family. Wherever
you are being held captive, and under whatever conditions please know
that your innermost spirit is never bounded or cuffed nor caged so let it
soar freely as is its natural nature to do so, knowing that there are many
of us standing behind you in full support of you so that should you ever
stumble you shall never fall. Now, find a day to rejoice in being simply
you as you are; believing, truly that you are most beautiful in your own
way; with personality, character, and charisma. Please, it is in your best
interest to find a teacher, a guru, to explore self as spirit for sole pursuit
of material interests is sure to disappoint you. Also, a daily workout routine to build strength and confidence is a complement to a well rounded
life style. Eat the best foods, eschew commercial garbage as much as
possible; and demonstrate the collective power and unstoppable force of
our trans family by exhibiting unity amongst all of our members, being
willing to protect them against violence and exploitation. And, supply
them with the necessary essentials of life as needed asking for “nothing”
in return but allegiance to our core principles. Doing all of these things,
altruistically, we shall never fail and can only flourish and grow as is our
rightful inheritance.

It was only when I realized December of 2016 will be the 20 year anniversary
of my choice to hide way back in 3rd grade, that I decided to see to my own
initiation.
And in its way, the universe found a way to help. First with an awesome radio
show on KWCW called “Raising the Rainbow” hosted by a trans man named
Max. I wrote him a letter, but found myself unable to be honest about my
identity. This gave me motivation to work on my nearly crippling trust issues.
(Thank you Max, wherever you are.)
As my correspondence with Max came to an end, I gained another penpal.
One I did eventually come out to. When I did, that penpal told me the She
was actually a Xim.
I will always marvel at how the Goddess manages to always provide a guide
when one is needed. First a trans man then a gender neutral penpal. Both
of whom I can only describe as totally awesome people. The care I could see
with every word has given me the courage to be who I truly am. A beautiful,
self empowered, woman.
Glitter-bombs, Blessings, and Sisterhood!
Amber Fayefox *

Celebrate “International Day of Solidarity with Trans Prisoners” with
ceremony, establish ritual (within reason) and let’s make it a 7 day “festival” of re-dedication to our principles, accomplishments, and people.
Stay safe, healthy, resourceful; and, always! Happy!
~Tart-Ti~

I hope you’re smiling today. Here’s a poem I wrote when I was in “seg.”
Look I’m very lonely I need help getting through this roller coaster ride
I’m on. Maybe you could help me get a penpal. Thank you!
Much love and respect
Big Stepheen
a
30 Days in the Hole
There are times,
When I’ve slipped away from concentrating on something specific,
that I suffer & rage which takes my sight away,
closes off my vision,
makes the air around me turn purple,
I try to believe that I would not really do it.
I have been in the place too long now,
while the prison shrinks.
I must not tell them.
Nothing they might say would change what I’m feeling,
and I cannot admit to them how many times each day I lose my focus
and find this thing,
this raging unwanted something,
assaulting my brain.
I must not think about it.
I don’t know how not to.
But if I tell them,
they will decide I am dangerous.
They will call the warden and warn him.

They will run straight to the doctor,
he is the one who will decide whether I am sane.
If he feels that I am,
he will send me back to the population so that I may do my time.
But if he certifies me,
time stops.
He can keep me in here for as long as he wants,
for the rest of my life,
and it won’t count towards my sentence.
If I had known what it took,
that you have to be able to turn your feelings off,
just shut them down completely,
it happens gradually,
so slowly that you don’t realize it.
The injuries and deaths and the lies pound away at you until,
finally,
you reach down inside yourself and find nothing.
Empty space.
And it feels pretty damn good,
Not to hurt!

Write to:
S. SchienBein
P.O. Box 1500
Maple ridge B.C.
V2X-7G3
Canada

Immigration Detention Centers and Trans Detainees
by Eva Donjacour, Northwest Detention Center Resistance (NWDCR).

I work with NWDCR a grassroots undocumented led movement that works to
end the detention of immigrants and stop deportations. I have also been working closely with the Trans and/or Women’s Action Camp, a space for folks who
identify as female, transgender, transsexual, gender queer and gender variant to share campaign information and direct action skills in a conscientious,
supportive and empowering environment for voices often marginalized. My
involvement inspired me to write this zine entry about the issues faced by trans
detainees in the 68 ICE (U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement) facilities across the US. This is a compilation of information from articles written by
people who have lived these experiences, and conversations with members of
the NWDRC group.
To even start addressing these issues we have to start with the simple fact that
there isn’t accurate information. Isa Noyola of the Trans Gender Law Center in
California explains more in the publication Latina “we actually don’t know how
many LGBTQ+ immigrants there are because of how ICE gathers that information. Detention centers are really violent places, and many people in them won’t
disclose their true identity in hopes of avoiding abuses like physical and sexual
assault as well as being placed in solitary confinement for long periods of time.”
Noyola also sheds light on the cycle of deportation and abuse “Trans women
flee violence from their home country and are then placed in detention centers,
where they are retraumatized and experience more violence. Once they leave
detention, if they do, they realize they are vulnerable, from street violence to the
lack of a safety net. They have little to no housing and job opportunities, forcing
them to survive through a street economy like survival sex, which places them
in physical danger. Many trans people come here and, because of pop culture,
believe they are coming to a place that is more accepting of them, and maybe in
some ways they do find more tolerance, but there’s another reality saying, “you
really can’t survive here.” Some do give up and go back to their place of origin,
back to the trauma and the harassment from police and family members, and
when the risk of danger becomes unbearable, they try to come back to another
city in the U.S. It’s a cycle.”
A concrete example of this can be found in Nicolle Hernández-Polanco’s story.
Nicolle is a transgender woman being held in an all male facility in Arizona.
Marisposas sin Fronteras, a transgender advocacy group, has been calling for

her release on the grounds that she has been harassed, physically and sexually
assaulted “Hernández-Polanco, 24, has been in custody at a male facility in the
Florence processing center since Oct. 18, 2014, after she presented herself to the
U.S. Border Patrol in the San Luis area upon crossing the U.S.-Mexico border.
She immediately requested asylum….While in custody, she said she has endured
abuse from both detainees and ICE officials in the facility…She reported it to
officials, who are investigating the assault, but she said there was no follow-up
and that she has to see her alleged attacker regularly in the center.” Yoohyun Jung
writes in their article published recently in the Arizona Daily Star.
The fact that many immigration facilities are now privatized adds yet another
layer of exploitation and abuse. Maru aldkj, an organizer and leader with
NWDRC, makes it clear that privatization makes it more profitable to confine
people rather than find alternatives. GEO group, the corporation that owns
and operates the Northwest Detention Center makes about $100 a day for each
prisoner. GEO is guaranteed that money whether one or all of the beds are filled.
This fact gives law enforcement and ICE an incentive to work together to keep
facilities filled to capacity. “The bed quota requires ICE to hold an average of
34,000 individuals in detention on a daily basis. This quota has steadily increased
since its establishment in 2007” (immigrationjustice.org). “As long as Congress continues to require ICE to keep an arbitrary quota ... LGBT immigrants are vulnerable to the inherent health and safety risks that detention poses.” (Sharita Gruberg
in “No Way Out: Congress’ Bed Quota Traps LGBT Immigrants in Detention”).

Between privatization that allows corporations to profit off of the incarceration of
many people in vulnerable positions to the terrible abuse happening within these
facilities private and public is can be easy to
think that the situation is hopeless. Mariposas Sin Fronteras articulates in a powerful
statement that in my opinion communicates
a fierce kind of hope “it is impossible to reform the detention system and make it just.
Detention is imprisonment and torture and
by its very nature racist, classist, homophobic and transphobic. That is why we believe
that no one from the LGBTQJ community
should be placed in detention and we ask
that the prison industry be terminated and
all detention centers be shutdown.”
Image: TWAC members take action to protest immigration detention

Follow Up After Jan 22nd.
Did you take part in an event for Jan 22nd? We’d love to hear a report
back: What did you do? Did you form any new alliances? What’s your
vision for how this event could grow in the future? How could the Jan 22
organizing group support you or your local work?
For those on the inside, get in touch with us and let us know: How can
Jan 22nd support trans prisoners? What ideas do you have for next time?
How would you like to be involved? How can we collaborate and work
together?

Zine #2

Send us your contributions!
Artwork, articles, stories, poetry!
PO Box 163126
Sacramento, CA 95816

Email:
transprisonersolidarity@riseup.net
Image by Jacks Mcnamara

